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At a workshop in April 2009, we discussed low-stress cattle handling techniques with
beginning cattle producers. The review was also helpful to remind experienced cattlemen
of the techniques we need to employ when handling cattle.
A common misconception is that “low-stress” means “no pressure.” That is absolutely
false. Cattle, like all other animals, respond to appropriate application and release of
pressure. There are times when significant pressure must be applied to get animals to
move correctly. Pressure, used appropriately, doesn’t cause long-term, harmful stress.
A good cattle handler understands two key principals: flight zone (the "bubble" around an
animal that, if invaded by a handler, will cause the animal to move away) and point of
balance (the point, usually around the front shoulder, at which pressure in front of that
point will cause the animal to stop or back up, and vice versa). When a stockman is at the
edge of the flight zone and properly balanced, only slight movements are needed to
control the animals in a low-stress manner. To make cattle speed up, walk against their
direction of travel; to make them slow down, walk with them. As you pass the point of
balance, notice how each animal responds to your movement and position.
A good stockman stays quiet when working cattle. If cattle aren't doing what you want, it
is not because they can’t hear or see you. It’s because you are in the wrong place doing
the wrong thing. Don't yell, scream or make wild movements. Move calmly, purposefully
and in straight lines. Cattle will be able to predict your movements and respond
appropriately to them. If you move like a predator (hesitating, followed by sudden
movements and curves around them), cattle will treat you like a predator.
A good stockman is patient. Cattle don't care if you’re late for dinner. Keep doing the
right things until cattle respond correctly. After you’ve mastered the art of stockmanship,
you can usually work cattle quickly when you need to. But realize that if you make cattle
do something before they are ready to do it, then it is no longer low-stress handling.
Train cattle how to behave every time you are with them. Go to the pen or pasture and
use these techniques to just move them around, teaching them to respond. If possible,
move cattle through your corrals on their way to feed or to another pasture. Always make
your cattle walk past you, single file, out of a gate. Don't let them run wildly, or they will
hurt themselves and you, tear up your gates and be stressed when they finally stop.
When moving cattle from a pasture, ignore the few cattle that quit the herd. If you drive
the main herd in a low-stress manner, and don't chase the few on the edge, they will
usually come back to the herd of their own volition.
Work to incorporate these habits, and they will make you a better stockman. And don't
say, "I'll try." "Try" is an excuse to fail.

